Mental Perspective
A permission to live
All is equal
My role, life rolls
Personal Professional
Work-Family, Family Work
Allow, permit, allocate
My Bond, Your Bond, Bonds
Time to receive, reduce negative, increase positive
What requires empowerment?
It’s too intense, overworked, under appreciated
Portable, transferable, hot desk, virtual isolation
Identify True Self, Interact, Sense

(Breath in and Out)
Perform, performative, performance
Align with other, disguise and invisible
A, A, A, Avoid, S,S,S, Stress
My female gender should not be indifferent
Distinct perception, characteristics
Prioritize, Prior, Pry
Be Flexible, Cross-domain satisfaction
Subjective measure
Depend individuals, set aside any benefits
Single, married or co-habiting
Dual, Trine, Quadruple, Quinate . . . . . Process
Any dues due, require the act of success
Thus “Brevity is the soul of wit”
Emotionally ceased, no empathy or support
Imbalance balance labour, maintain your garden and home, contribute with chronic lack of time
Lack leads to pressure, indifferences, no mention of strain
Our irreversible sign of wear and tear
Death is where this system leads
Don’t be perceived, loneliness is conceived
Lets be open, don’t over look discrimination
Close the gap, diversify social practice
Love to serve happy, protect to provide

‘Always On’ never switch off, a by-product existence
Ignore smart, no access, exit this way
It’s not personal, it’s personal
Escape constant
Efforts burn out, signal the distress
Disconnect my connect, no business of mine
Physical break out, recharge with rest, soft and slow
Rule out hard and fast
Let’s Obligate our wellbeing, no short fall to feel our integral multidimensional wellness
Physically feel, Psychological heal, Include to belong, Spiritually achieve, Intellectually seize, and
Economically rudimental
Complex existence, understanding our oneness
Accept individual, build community, notice one another
Together let’s give, feel and believe
Fairness relations should be no secret, by act of common law and equality, standards are rights
Right to know, Right to participate, Right to refuse, Contract to provide
Testify treatment behaviour, Presenteeism
Cause and effect, Absence, Sick leads to roam at home, lone, alone, lonely
A price to pay, this regression has no causation, but causes association
Falling into a techno freak, could this be my peak?
A short fall is greater, re-design inline
Don’t disregard, get this picture card
Solutions tailored, fall of mind, inter-vent
Low my depression, deep nerve connection
From the Cortex right to the Hemisphere my Amygdala
Best teller, this need is greater
Keep reducing to save, we end up and pay
This takes a toll, a substantial economic hole
Your model Aristotle patterns the impact
Moral sense, socioeconomically, biologically and environmentally
Co-morbidity importantly eliminates with estimates conditions that create our language.
Maker of policy please see honestly because generally productivity influences cognitively.
Technically, modern paradigm
Anxieties accompany relentless materialities, unnoticed habitual, shorthand ritual proprietary
Earnestness notoriously based on organised bargaining
Marketing poverty causing more darkening
Systematic implement response
There’s a good feeling when understood
No over-ride swapped by the tide
Dead-line, Flat-line, lets protect good time

Self assured don’t ignore
Being well is our force, whole-soul not sale
Look beyond regression, in deed channel fair play
Explore my attitude, my responsibilities
Pro-act is imperative – rise up
Re-act is De-act, because our life worth, that’s where the value lye’s
Reflex heart land, we plan, right in the middle it began
Physical, social and emotional existence can be eased
Up, down and around. Inside, outside
Moving, improving.
Open up culture, stop being vulture, drive to provide
Bronze Silver or Gold, fulfil our goal
See the warm horizon, euphoric logic
Be a state of pleasure, psychologically whenever multi-component magnetic electric dipole moment
Through this screen I beam, seeping streams gleam, we are teams of dreams
Sun beam, supreme, heck lets day dream
‘This above all: to the night the day. Thou const not then be false to any man’
Fascination of human demand, capture your attention, optimism and anticipation pride oneself
Uplift, Upbeat ...
Elevate awe
Inner goodness sureness selflessness
Bright from darkness – contentment, de light
Self esteem, its a scream, approval, respect, except
My loneliness becomes my holiness only thus eagerness
Peace cease show piece, time to release
Meaningful bliss kiss
Broaden and build
Facilitate art, spare my heart
Don’t limit myriad
Action is creativity, foster resilience
Bi-direction relation
To and From, Back and Forth
Communicate, fabricate to Gravitate
Decease to Increase
Self efficiency, greater health
Effective, Collective, habitual objective
Broader perspective, congruent and fluent
Feel the tone, imbued the mood
Compel to captivate all sounds, in escapable
Dynamic structure elicitation
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